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By RICHARD BEHAR REPORTER ASSOCIATES AMY KOVER AND retained to monitor the break-in and safeguard
XYZ's computers and data. . If money in the bank is vulnerable, how safe are the secrets you put in your E-mail? .
scientist who in published a paper explaining how an ordinary TV.

Free Essays Must Be Free! Rosenfeld is also a master at "social engineering," hacker-speak for tricking
workers into offering information that will help during break-ins. Subsequent investigation revealed that Mad
Dog had also been using his computer to do consulting work for a rival bank. There's just one caveat: The
corporation is required to have taken "reasonable measures" like installing firewalls to keep its data secret. In
one situation, a hacker used a program which simply ran through every permutation of characters until the
system let him in. Encryption also has some serious historical downfalls. Otherwise, it may take two hours. A
terrifying variant of downstream liability arose in the case WheelGroup's experts solved in the Air Force.
Break-ins can go virtually undetected Major corporations and government security departments have
acknowledged that hacker break-ins are out of control. But Pilot doesn't always cut off an invader right away.
First I would like to cover the three different terms I fo. He feels he is reformed, but he's still hacking. But
technology managers like Ed Lien were cautious. Another industry survey revealed that nearly half of U. The
company was growing fast in part by scooping up smaller firms, and was having difficulty unifying the E-mail
systems of the new units any other way. Says Steve Sekiguchi, the company's top technology manager: "You
could see them logging into various machines in our network and wandering around in the middle of the night.
I don't always know the method we use because I subcontract it, but the information generally is taken out of a
computer. Everyone is getting hacked into. Most of its founders are ex-military men who served in the Air
Force Information Warfare Center; in , four of them teamed up to capture one of the military's most notorious
hackers. E-mail confined to a private network isn't necessarily more secure: Tools for getting to it are readily
available to hackers. The perpetrators--a year-old British hacker and an associate who was never
identified--used the Air Force computers as a hopping-off point to invade computers of several defense
contractors and the South Korean Atomic Research Institute.


